In this paper, we focus in investigating the optimal MIMO transmission and the optimal feedback strategies for MIMO link capacity when the feedback link is causal and has a cai pacity constraint. We show that the design of the optimal feedback scheme is identical to the design of vector quantizer (Loyld's algorithm) with a modified distortion measure. In the general case, the optimal feedback strategy has a general form of power water-filling cascaded with beamforming matrix as well.
I Introduction
In this paper, we focus in investigating the optimal MIMO transmission and the optimal feedback strategies for MIMO link capacity when the feedback link is causal and has a cai pacity constraint. We show that the design of the optimal feedback scheme is identical to the design of vector quantizer (Loyld's algorithm) with a modified distortion measure. In the general case, the optimal feedback strategy has a general form of power water-filling cascaded with beamforming matrix as well.
I1 MIMO Channel Model
We consider a communication system with a transmitter (with nT trjansmit antenna) and receiver (with nR receive antenna).
Let X be the sequence of transmitted symbol and Y be the sequence of received symbol. The channel is characterized by the transition probability p(j+ii) = II&1lIf=1P(Yi,n(XI,n, s n ) and P(S) = n,N_Ip(sn)
Feedback Model
We assume there is a state sequence generator, S, which feeds a state S n to the channel matrix once per fading block n. At the same time, the receiver is fed with the corresponding sequence of CSIR, V, E VI once per fading block n sequentially in time. The transmitter is fed with a sequence of CSIT (scalar), Un E U , once per fading block n sequentially in time.
CSIT U , CSIR V and the channel state S are statistically related by p(U(V) and p(V(S) respectively, meaning that V is derived from S and U is derived from V.
We assume the feedback of CSIT is causal, noiseless with a finite capacity constraint, Cfb, given by the maximum number of feedback information bits per fading block.
IV Optimal Strategies
The results could be summarized in the following lemmas. Lemma 1. The set of feedback strategies, {p(uIv)}, that optimizes the forward channel capacity must be deterministic.
That is: U = h ( v ) for some deterministic finctaon h : V + U. given by:
The optimization problem is equivalent to the ratedistortion problem with the above modified distortion meai sure. We shall select the optimal transmission strat_egy {p(xIu~), ...,p( X~UQ)} and the optimal feedback strategy R = {'RI, ..., 'RQ} so as to minimize the average distortion Dcap.
The solution could be obtained from the Lloyd's algorithm:
Step 1: Optimal transmission strategy { p ( x ) u l ) , ...,p( x)uq)}. This is given by the generalized centroid: Figure 1 illustrates the corresponding gain in MIMO capacity at SNR = 10 dB. Note that cfb = 2 realized about 85% of the feedback gain. 
V Results

